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It is not so easy to keep out of sight, however, for here on this hillside, 
lurking in the woods and behind the rocks are no less en 40,000 foot soldiers, 
and. 180 horsemen ; a ridiculously small number of the latter, indeed, but the 
Scottish nobles have nearly all deserted Wallace and their country’s cause, 
so that he has scarcely any cavalry at all. 

Nowifyou look down there you will see the silvery stream of the Forth, winding 
in and out the plain that is before us. It is crossed, as you see, by a bridge, avery — 
rough, wooden affair, so narrow that only two men in full armour can walk 
across it abreast. 

On the other bank is already arriving a large army of English. I must tell 
you that although now, happily, England and Scotland are one great and united 
Kingdom, we cannot help sympathising with the Scots in their efforts after 
liberty and independence. As many of us have Scottish blood in our veins, we 
are proud of the way in which our forefathers fought. 

The sight is indeed a very pretty one. Look at the men in their gleaming 
armour of gold, and silver, and steel, taking their horses down to the riverside to 
drink! The gay flags and pennons that float from the barons’ tents are very 
bright and cheerful, and remind one more of some happy school-treat or CeO 
féte, than a grim and fearful battle-field.- 

As the masses of men arrive on the scene, you can see them marched off to 
their various quarters; and soon tents are pitched for the officers, while the 
common soldiers camp out in the open, gathering round the bivouac fires, and 
making themselves generally comfortable. 

We will cross over now and see what is taking place. 
Here is the bridge, step across. Do you notice how narrow it is? 

Only three of you children can walk across it comfortably when walking 
abreast. 

Those two large important-looking tents belong to the leaders of the 
English army. This one to the right is the tent of the Earl of Surrey, who is 
‘supposed to be the Commander-in-Chief, but as he is somewhat old and infirm, 
Cressingham, the Treasurer, who occupies this tent to the left, is the real leader 
of the English forces. 

Lifting up the piece of canvas that hangs before the door, we will: take 
French leave, and walk in. 

Yonder is Cressingham, a stout, imposing-looking man, with a great sense 
of his own self-importance, for he represents the King. Between ourselves, 
however, he knows much more about keeping accounts than about managing an


